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Gap-surface plasmon (GSP) metasurfaces have attracted progressively increasing attention due to their planar
configurations, ease of fabrication, and unprecedented capabilities in manipulating the reflected fields that enable
integrating diverse bulk-optic-based optical components into a single ultrathin flat element. In this work, we
design and experimentally demonstrate multifunctional metalenses that perform simultaneous linear-polarization
conversion, focusing, and beam splitting, thereby reproducing the combined functionalities of conventional half-
wave plates, parabolic reflectors, and beam splitters. The fabricated single-focal metalens incorporates properly
configured distinct half-wave-plate-like GSP meta-atoms and exhibits good performance under linearly polarized
incidence in terms of orthogonal linear-polarization conversion (>75%) and focusing (overall efficiency > 22%)
in the wavelength spectrum ranging from 800 to 950 nm. To further extend the combined functionalities, we
demonstrate a dual-focal metalens that splits and focuses a linearly polarized incident beam into two focal spots
while maintaining the capability of orthogonal linear-polarization conversion. Furthermore, the power distribu-
tion between two split beams can readily be controlled by judiciously positioning the incident beam. The dem-
onstrated multifunctional GSP-based metalenses mimic the combined functionalities of a sequence of discrete
bulk optical components, thereby eliminating the need for their mutual alignment and opening new perspectives
in the development of ultracompact and integrated photonic devices. © 2020 Chinese Laser Press

https://doi.org/10.1364/PRJ.386655

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, gap-surface plasmon metasurfaces (GSPMs),
which consist of arrays of metallic resonant antennas, a sub-
wavelength thin dielectric spacer, and an optically thick metal
film, have attracted progressively increasing attention and pro-
vided promising solutions for cost-effective and high-perfor-
mance optical devices operating in reflection due to their
subwavelength-scale thickness and unprecedented control over
reflected fields [1–6]. Different from conventional refractive
optics that mold the flow of light through gradually accumu-
lated phase variations during light propagation along a long dis-
tance, the gap-surface plasmon (GSP) meta-atoms comprising
GSPMs can tailor the amplitude, phase, and polarization of the
reflected fields directly within a subwavelength distance. As
such, the resulting optical devices exhibit the advantages of
low-loss, surface-confined configurations, and ease of fabrica-
tion while delivering specific functionalities with good perfor-
mance and high efficiency [7–22].

In addition to the specific functionalities, strongly
anisotropic GSP meta-atoms have been utilized to achieve

linear-polarization-selective [23–25] or spin-selective [25,26]
distinct functionalities, where each polarization state is sub-
jected to a different wavefront transformation. However, the
aforementioned linear-polarization-selective GSPMs lack the
capability of polarization conversion, which is detrimental
for the signal-to-noise ratio due to the overlap between the sig-
nal beam and the background. Additionally, the geometric-
phase GSPMs need to be excited with circularly polarized waves
that involve bulk quarter-wave plates in the optical path and
therefore limit the integration potential. In this regard, multi-
functional GSPMs possessing efficient linear-polarization
conversion are highly desirable [27–29]. For instance, linear-
polarization conversion and wavefront shaping have been dem-
onstrated in transmission mode [27,30,31]. Furthermore, by
combining a high-refractive-index silicon resonator array with
a silver ground plane, the orthogonally polarized vortex beam
has been experimentally realized in the telecom range [28].
Nevertheless, the performance comes at the price of a substan-
tially thicker device and angular-sensitive operating bandwidth
compared to the typical GSPMs [5].
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In this work, we demonstrate multifunctional metalenses
involving linear-polarization conversion, focusing, and even
beam splitting by utilizing distinct half-wave-plate-like (HWP-
like) GSP meta-atoms that enable efficient linear-polarization
conversion along with complete phase control over reflected
fields. The fabricated single-focal metalens exhibits good
capability of orthogonal linear-polarization conversion (>75%)
and focusing (overall efficiency > 22%) within the wavelength
range of 800–950 nm. To further extend the combined func-
tionalities, we demonstrate a dual-focal metalens that splits and
focuses the x-polarized incident wave into two focused spots
while maintaining the capability of orthogonal linear-polariza-
tion conversion, thereby reproducing the combined function-
alities of conventional HWPs, parabolic reflectors, and power
splitters. Furthermore, by changing the relative position be-
tween the incident beam and the dual-focal metalens, the
power distribution between two split beams can readily be
controlled.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1(a) schematically illustrates the GSP single-focal metal-
ens that enables linear-polarization conversion and focusing.
When an x-polarized (y-polarized) plane wave is normally
incident on the metalens, the reflected waves become cross-
polarized, gain appropriate phase shifts, and finally form a
diffraction-limited focal spot. To obtain a reflective linear-
polarization-converting metalens, an array of anisotropic GSP
meta-atoms are used to achieve efficient linear-polarization

conversion, along with complete phase control over the re-
flected fields, as shown in Fig. 1(a). In this way, each GSP
element functions as a nanoscale HWP (nano-HWP) capable
of manipulating, simultaneously and independently, both po-
larizations and phases of the reflected fields. The GSP unit cell
consists of a rectangular- or ellipse-shaped Au nanoantenna
tilted 45° with respect to the x axis, a silicon dioxide (SiO2)
middle spacer, and a continuous Au film, which supports
the typical GSP resonance due to the near-field interaction be-
tween two metallic layers and enables orthogonal linear-polari-
zation conversion [5,32–34]. The unit cells are periodically
distributed in both the x and y directions with a subwavelength
periodicity of p � 550 nm, which can eliminate any unwanted
diffraction orders. The thickness of the SiO2 spacer layer is
optimized to be t s � 110 nm to ensure good performance
and sufficient phase response at the design wavelength of
λ � 850 nm. The thickness of the Au nanoantennas is
tm � 80 nm, and the bottom Au layer is thick enough
(d � 130 nm) to block light transmission. To realize efficient
nano-HWPs, we implemented three-dimensional (3D) full-
wave simulations with COMSOL Multiphysics (version 5.3)
to optimize the topmost Au nanoantennas. In the simulation,
a unit cell was modeled in the simulation domain, where peri-
odic boundary conditions were applied in both the x and y di-
rections, and a perfectly matching layer (PML) was used above
the structure. The SiO2 dielectric layer is regarded as a lossless
material with a constant relative permittivity of ε � 2.1, while
the permittivity of Au is described by the Drude model fitted
with the experimental data [35], where the damping rate is in-
creased by a factor of 3 to consider the surface scattering and
grain boundary effects. To excite the unit cell, an x-polarized
plane wave was set to impinge normally on the structure, and
both x- and y-polarized reflected components were examined
in terms of the cross-polarized reflectivity Rcr, co-polarized
reflectivity Rco, linear polarization-conversion ratio PCR
[PCR � Rcr∕�Rcr � Rco�], and cross-polarized reflection phase
φcr. From Fig. 1(b), it is clear that all four elements yield highly
efficient linear-to-linear polarization transformation with the
polarization-conversion ratio PCR exceeding 95% and the
averaged cross-polarized reflectivity reaching ∼85% at the de-
sign wavelength of λ � 850 nm. More importantly, we can
realize a linear phase gradient with a phase increment of
π∕2 between adjacent meta-atoms for the cross-polarized re-
flected light with the four selected elements [Fig. 1(c)]. As a
final comment, it is worth noting that the meta-atoms work
properly within the wavelength range of 800–900 nm
(Appendix A).

To integrate the functionalities of a bulky HWP and a para-
bolic reflector in a single planar device, the metalens should first
incorporate the hyperbolic phase profile, which is given by
φ�x, y� � 2π

λ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 � y2 � f 2

0

p
− f 0�, where λ is the design

wavelength in free space, f 0 is the focal length, and �x, y� rep-
resents the coordinates of a meta-atom within the metalens.
Appendix A displays the phase profile of the designed metalens
with a diameter of D � 50 μm and a focal length of f 0 �
60 μm. The phase profile is then discretized in a step of
π∕2 on the x-y plane and represented with proper meta-atoms
(see more details in Appendix B). Within the metasurface, each

Fig. 1. Schematic of the GSP single-focal metalens for linear-polari-
zation conversion and focusing. (a) Artistic rendering of the working
principle, which converts a normally incident x-polarized beam to a y-
polarized focused beam in reflection. The right panel shows the meta-
atom that consists of an Au nanoantenna on top of a SiO2 spacer and
an Au substrate. (b) Simulated cross-polarized reflectivity Rcr, co-po-
larized reflectivity Rco, and orthogonal linear-polarization-conversion
ratio PCR of the four elements at the design wavelength of
λ � 850 nm. (c) Simulated cross-polarized reflection phase φcr of
the four elements at the design wavelength of λ � 850 nm. The di-
mensions �l ,w� of elements 1–4 are (228 nm, 90 nm), (155 nm,
360 nm), (90 nm, 228 nm), and (360 nm, 155 nm), respectively.
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meta-atom is rotated by 45° with respect to the x axis, ensuring
the orthogonal linear-polarization conversion for the x- or y-po-
larized incident light. The designed metalens was fabricated
with the standard electron beam lithography (EBL) and
thin-film deposition techniques. First, a 3-nm-thick titanium
(Ti), a 130-nm-thick Au, and a 3-nm-thick Ti layer were de-
posited onto a double-polished silicon substrate using thermal
evaporation with the deposition rates of 0.02, 0.1, and
0.02 nm/s, respectively. Then a 110-nm-thick SiO2 spacer
layer was deposited via radio frequency (RF) sputtering with the
deposition rate of 0.05 nm/s. After that, a 200-nm-thick
PMMA (4% in anisole, Micro Chem) layer was spin coated on
the SiO2 layer, baked at 180°C for 2 min, and exposed at an
acceleration voltage of 30 keV. After exposure, the metasurface
was developed in the solution of methyl isobutyl ketone
(MIBK) and isopropyl alcohol (IPA) of MIBK: IPA � 1∶3 for
45 s. Following development, a 3-nm-thick Ti adhesion layer
and a 77-nm-thick Au layer were deposited using electron-
beam evaporation. Finally, the top Au patterns were formed
after a lift-off process. Figure 2(a) shows the scanning electron
microscope (SEM) images of the fabricated sample with
different magnifications (see the additional SEM image in
Appendix C).

Following the fabrication, we characterized the prepared
sample using a custom-built optical setup, which includes a

couple of optical components mounted on a 3D translation
stage (see more details in Appendix D). By moving all the
mounted components together along the axis of light propaga-
tion (z direction) with a step of 2 μm, the intensity profiles at
different x-y planes are recorded in sequence. In Fig. 2(b), we
plot the measured cross-polarized intensity profiles at the
design wavelength of λ � 850 nm when the metalens is illumi-
nated with an x-polarizedGaussian beam at normal incidence. It
is clearly observed that the cross-polarized reflected beam is well
focused on the corresponding focal plane. Additionally, themea-
sured intensity distributions along the x and y lines cutting
through the center of the focal spot are in good agreement with
the calculated profiles, which proves the diffraction-limited
focusing property [Fig. 2(c)]. By stitching all the captured
images together, the polarization-converted light intensity dis-
tributions on the x-z plane are achieved and displayed in
Fig. 2(d), revealing the revolution of the focusing phenomena.
The measured focal length is about 62 μm, close to the designed
value of f 0 � 60 μm. Besides the fabrication errors, here the
discrepancy mainly originates from the limited resolution
(1 μm) and hysteresis errors in the translation stage positioning.
Importantly, the fabricated single-focal metalens shows good
performance at other wavelengths, verifying the broadband
characteristic (see more details in Appendix E).

Besides the good focusing characteristics, this single-focal
metalens features excellent capability of linear-polarization con-
version. At the design wavelength of λ � 850 nm, the mea-
sured PCR is found to be ∼86%. Remarkably, the good
linear-polarization-conversion performance is maintained over
a wide spectrum ranging from 800 to 950 nm, indicating the
broadband response with good focusing characteristics and
highly efficient orthogonal linear-polarization conversion
(Fig. 3). When the working wavelength moves to a short wave-
length that deviates further from the design value, for instance,
λ � 775 nm, the linear-polarization conversion becomes
deteriorated with the PCR reaching only ∼31%, which can
likely be ascribed to the large variations in cross-polarized re-
flection amplitudes produced by different elements construct-
ing the metalens. Although the single-focal metalens shows

Fig. 2. Experimental demonstration of the GSP single-focal metal-
ens for linear-polarization conversion and focusing. (a) Top-view SEM
images of the fabricated sample with different magnifications.
(b) Measured focal spot profiles in cross-polarization. (c) Measured
intensity distributions in cross-polarization along the horizontal (x)
and vertical (y) line cutting through the center of the focal spot in
comparison with diffraction-limited focal spot profile. (d) Measured
intensity profiles of the reflected beam in the x-z plane in cross-polari-
zation. The x-polarized Gaussian beam is normally incident on the
central part of the sample at the design wavelength of λ � 850 nm.

Fig. 3. Measured PCR and absolute efficiencies at the correspond-
ing focal plane as functions of wavelength. The PCR and absolute
efficiency were integrated and averaged over two measured intensity
profiles with the relative error being within 3%.
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poor capability of orthogonal linear-polarization conversion at
λ � 775 nm, the focusing quality remains high, and the cross-
polarized light still assembles a tiny focal spot (Appendix E).

To further study the operating performance of the fabricated
metalens, the absolute focusing efficiency, defined as the ratio
of the light intensity from the focal spot to the incident inten-
sity, is measured and calculated at the investigated wavelength
spectrum as shown in Fig. 3. As expected, the polarization-
converted beam is dominating in the corresponding focal spots
within the wavelength range of 800–950 nm, where an aver-
aged focusing efficiency of ∼22% has been obtained, consistent
with the reported value of a near-infrared GSP focusing mirror
[16]. The maximum focusing efficiency (∼31%) was achieved
at λ � 875 nm, which is deviated from the designed value. We
believe the aforementioned discrepancies are mainly ascribed to
the imperfections of the fabricated nanoantennas, the increased
damping caused by the Ti adhesion layer, and different
excitation conditions in the simulation and experiment. The
efficiency could be increased with hybrid GSP resonators com-
posed of high-index dielectric antennas on top of the dielectric-
coated metallic substrate. As a final comment, it should be
emphasized that the single-focal metalens shows identical prop-
erties in orthogonal linear-polarization conversion and beam
focusing when the incident light is changed to y polarization,
in accordance with the symmetry of the meta-atoms comprising
the metasurface (see more details in Appendix F). If the metal-
ens is illuminated with a circularly polarized (CP) beam, then a
CP focused spot with the same helicity will be formed.

In addition to linear-polarization conversion and focusing, it
is possible to extend the functionalities of our design. Because
beam splitters are indispensable in a variety of optical systems
[36], we herein propose a dual-focal metalens that splits and
focuses a linearly polarized incident wave into two slightly
focused spots while maintaining the capability of orthogonal
linear-polarization conversion [Fig. 4(a)], thereby mimicing
the combined functionalities of conventional HWPs, parabolic
reflectors, and beam splitters. In this way, such a dual-focal met-
alens serves as a viable ultra-thin substitute for these three bulky
optical components. In our design, the dual-focal metalens uses
the segmented configuration composed of two submetalenses,
where each submetalens can focus the linearly polarized inci-
dent beam into an orthogonally polarized beam at the same
focal plane (see more details in Appendix G). Therefore, the
incident power is split and confined in each focal spot.
Figure 4(b) presents the SEM images of the fabricated dual-
focal metalens, where the focal length is set to be f �
60 μm and the two foci are well separated with a distance
of s � 20 μm at the design wavelength of λ � 850 nm.
Following the fabrication, we used the same setup to character-
ize the dual-focal metalens sample and plotted the cross-polar-
ized intensity profiles at the corresponding focal plane in
Fig. 4(c). As predicted, two diffraction-limited focal spots are
formed at different locations in the same focal plane when an
x-polarized Gaussian beam is incident on the central part of the
sample at λ � 850 nm. However, due to the imperfections in
fabrication and misalignment of the optical setup, the two focal
spots show non-identical power distributions, and thus the
power split ratio slightly deviates from 50:50 [Fig. 4(d)]. To

verify the focusing capability, we measure the beam intensity
profiles in the x-z cross-section within a 120 μm span near
the focal spots, where an orthogonally aligned linear analyzer
was placed in front of the camera to collect the cross-polarized
signal. As shown in Fig. 4(e), the polarization-converted re-
flected waves were slightly focused after propagating over a cer-
tain distance. The measured focal lengths of the two foci are
found to be ≈62 and 60 μm, respectively, which are close
to the designed value. Here, it should be mentioned that
the intrinsic crosstalk between two sublenses in such a seg-
mented configuration deteriorates the focusing performance
to some extent. For example, compared with the single-focal
metalens, the background has been increased and the focal
spots along the x axis have been elongated due to the crosstalk
and reduced aperture of the individual submetalens along the x
direction. Even though there is perturbation, the dual-focal
metalens exhibits reasonable performance in terms of linear-
polarization conversion, focusing, and beam splitting.

In practical applications, it is highly desirable to achieve vari-
ous split ratios, which is essentially related to controlling the
relative intensities from two focal spots. We realize this by
changing the distance between the sample and the incident
Gaussian beam along the x direction as shown in Fig. 5(a).

Fig. 4. Design, fabrication, and optical characterization of the dual-
focal metalens for linear-polarization conversion, focusing, and beam
splitting. (a) Schematic of the dual-focal metalens that converts a nor-
mally incident x-polarized beam into two y-polarized focused spots in
reflection. (b) Top-view SEM image of the fabricated dual-focal sam-
ple. (c) Measured focal spot profiles in cross-polarization. (d) Measured
intensity distributions in cross-polarization along the horizontal (x)
line cutting through the centers of the focal spots. (e) Measured in-
tensity profiles of the reflected beam in the x-z plane in cross-polari-
zation. The x-polarized Gaussian beam is normally incident on the
central part of the sample at the design wavelength of λ � 850 nm.
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Figure 5(b) shows the continuous generation of switchable
power distributions along the x direction in the corresponding
focal plane when the incident light is gradually moved from the
left to the right with a step of 2 μm. A gradual monotonic tran-
sition between the two focal spots is evident, where the inten-
sities of the two foci can be tuned by positioning the incident
beam. If the incident beam is impinging on the left and right
submetalenses equally (δ � 0), two focal spots with nearly
identical intensities are formed in the focal plane. Once the
beam is moved away from the center of the sample
(−10 μm ≤ δ ≤ 10 μm), one of the focal spots becomes
brighter while the other is getting weaker. However, when
the incident beam moves further away from the sample
(δ < −10 μm or δ > 10 μm), both spots become weaker
and finally disappear due to the weak interaction between
the light and the metalens.

3. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have utilized distinct HWP-like GSP meta-
atoms to realize multifunctional metalenses that produce the
combined functionalities of conventional HWPs, parabolic
reflectors, and even beam splitters. The fabricated single-
focal metalens exhibits good capability of orthogonal linear-
polarization conversion (>75%) and focusing (overall
efficiency > 22%) within the wavelength range of 800–
950 nm under linearly polarized excitation. Capitalizing on this
design, we extended the combined functionalities and demon-
strated a dual-focal metalens that splits and focuses a linearly po-
larized incident wave into two focused spots while maintaining
the capability of orthogonal linear-polarization conversion. The
demonstratedmultifunctional GSP-basedmetalenses mimic the
combined functionalities of a sequence of discrete bulk optical
components, thereby eliminating the need for their mutual
alignment, and facilitate the development of ultracompact
and integrated photonic devices due to the compact footprint,
integration compatibility, and remarkable performance.

APPENDIX A: RESPONSE OF THE META-ATOMS
AS A FUNCTION OF WAVELENGTH

Figure 6 shows the performance of selected elements as func-
tions of wavelength, validating the broadband property.

APPENDIX B: SCHEMATIC AND DESIGN OF THE
SINGLE-FOCAL METALENS

Figure 7(a) shows the calculated phase profile of the designed
single-focal metalens at λ � 850 nm. The phase is then discre-
tized and represented with the selected elements [Fig. 7(b)].

APPENDIX C: ADDITIONAL SEM IMAGE OF THE
FABRICATED SINGLE-FOCAL METALENS

Figure 8 shows the zoomed SEM image of the fabricated single-
focal lens, where the cross- and brick-shaped elements can be
clearly observed.

Fig. 6. (a) Simulated cross-polarized reflectivity Rcr and orthogonal
linear-polarization-conversion ratio PCR for elements 1 and 2.
(c) Simulated cross-polarized reflection phase φcr for elements 1–4 that
provide a linear phase variation spanning a 2π range.

Fig. 7. (a) Calculated phase profile and (b) designed geometry of
the single-focal metalens with the diameter of D � 50 μm and the
focal length of f � 60 μm at the wavelength of λ � 850 nm.

Fig. 5. Generation of switchable power distributions with different
distances between the incident beam and the dual-focal metalens.
(a) Schematic diagram of the distance between the incident beam
and the dual-focal metalens. (b)Measured power distributions with dif-
ferent distances between the incident beam and the dual-focal metalens.

Fig. 8. Additional SEM image of the fabricated single-focal metal-
ens, which shows meta-atoms with different shapes more clearly.
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APPENDIX D: SETUP FOR
CHARACTERIZATION

The performance of the metalens was studied using a
custom-built optical system as shown in Fig. 9. The collimated
optical beam from a continuous-wave tunable Ti:sapphire
laser (Spectra-Physics) passes through an HWP (Thorlabs,
AHWP05M-980) and two linear polarizers (Thorlabs,
LPVIS100-MP2) to create pure linearly polarized light with
controlled intensity. Then a long-working-distance objective
(Mitutoyo, 5× magnification,NA � 0.14) is used to slightly fo-
cus the linearly polarized light onto themetalens through a beam
splitter (Thorlabs, BS011) to get a beam spot smaller than the
metalens. In order to capture the focused images at different x-y
planes, a microscope imaging system including a long-
working-distance objective (Mitutoyo, 50× magnification,
NA � 0.55), a tube lens with a focal length of f � 100 mm
(Thorlabs, AC254-100-B-ML), a linear polarizer (Thorlabs,
LPVIS100-MP2), and a CCD camera (Mightex) is mounted to-
gether on a 3D translation stage (black dashed frame). During
the measurement, the 3D stage is first moved to image the sur-
face of the metalens. After that, the mounted microscope imag-
ing system is moved along the z direction to record the images at
different x-y planes. Subsequently, the intensity distribution
along the z direction can be obtained by stitching all the
captured images.

APPENDIX E: CHARACTERIZATION OF THE
SINGLE-FOCAL METALENS AT OTHER
WAVELENGTHS

Figure 10 displays the experimental results at other wave-
lengths, indicating the broadband performance.

APPENDIX F: MEASURED INTENSITY PROFILES
OF THE SINGLE-FOCAL METALENS UNDER
Y-POLARIZED EXCITATION AT 850 NM
WAVELENGTH

As expected, the fabricated single-focal lens also works pretty
well under y-polarized incidence (Fig. 11).

Fig. 9. Schematic of the experimental setup for characterizing the
metalens. HWP, half-wave plate; LP, linear polarizer; BS, beam split-
ter; Ob, objective; L, lens.

Fig. 10. Measured intensity profiles of the single-focal metalens at
wavelengths of (a) 775 nm, (b) 800 nm, (c) 900 nm, and (d) 950 nm.
All the intensity profiles are measured in cross-
polarization, and the incident light is a normally incident x-polarized
Gaussian beam.

Fig. 11. Optical characterization of the single-focal metalens at the
wavelength of 850 nm when a y-polarized Gaussian beam is normally
incident on the metalens. All the intensity profiles are measured in
cross-polarization.
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APPENDIX G: SCHEMATIC AND DESIGN OF
THE DUAL-FOCAL METALENS

The phase profile and designed geometry of the dual-focal lens
are shown in Fig. 12.
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